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technique% is% implemented% in% a% travel% planning% query% system% in% two% ways.%
Firstly,%users%can%customize%the%system%to%their%own%needs%and%define%syno7
nyms%for%a%series%of%information%to%use%in%later%utterances.%Secondly,%the%sys7
tem% can%update%GF% grammar% to%make% the% system% flexible%when%new% situa7
tions%occur.%While%implementing%GF%grammar%adaptation%in%a%query%system,%
we% introduce%a%design%pattern% for%multilingual% travel%planning% systems% that%
allow%users%to%find%up7to7date%travel%plans.%The%resulting%system%can%be%easily%
ported% to% a% new% public% transport% network% and% communicates% with% a%
transport%web%service% to% find%accurate% travel%plans.%Adapting%GF7based%dia7
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and% to% include% certain% grammar% rules% and% vocabulary% terms% [1]% [2].% Con7
trolled%languages%are%designed%to%be%used%on%specific%domain,%such%as%clinical%
practice% [3],% topography% [4],% touristic% phrases% [5]% and% public% transportation%
queries%[6].%The%Gothenburg%Tram%Information%System%(GOTTIS)%[6]%is%a%multi7



















represented% by% voice% programming% [10].% This% kind% of% adaptation% is% simply%
done%when%users%define%their%own%commands%in%speech%dialogues.%All%in%all,%
adaptation%is%highly%demanded%for%controlled%natural%languages%and%must%be%
managed% in% GF7based% systems% by% adapting% GF% grammars.% Accordingly,% we%







frequently% in% the%dialogues.%The%synonyms%will%be%saved%by% the%system%and%
























─ (VALUE%means%STOP-NAME DAY )%
%
• Work%means%Chalmers%on%Monday%at%11:30.%%














for% transport% dialogue% systems.% This% system% communicates% with% transport%
web% services% to%provide%users% an% accurate% travel% plan.% It% is% also% completely%
portable%to%a%new%transport%network%by%automatic%generation%of%correspond7
ing% GF% modules% for% presenting% bus/tram% stops.% To% perform% this% grammar%
generation,% a% list% of% bus/tram% stops% is% quested% from% transport%web% service%







Grammatical% Framework% (GF)% is% a% type7theoretic% grammar% formalism%based%
on%Martin7Löf’s% theory% [11].% GF% can% describe% both% formal% and% natural% lan7
guages%and%is%well%suited%for%writing%grammars%of%natural%languages.%Howev7
er,% the%main% strength% of% GF% is%multi7linguality% that% provides% translation% be7
tween%several%languages%at%the%same%time.%It%can%also%generate%other%neces7





in% development% and% at% run7time.%Due% to% the% incremental% parsing% algorithm%
[14]%of%grammars,%language%processing%is%polynomial%in%GF.%
The%key% feature%of%GF% is% the%distinction%between%two%components%of%gram7







which% provides% the% main% grammar% rules% for% a% wide% variety% of% natural% lan7
guages.% Currently,% the% library% covers% the%morphology% and% syntax% of% 25% lan7
guages.% The% purpose% of% this% library% is% to% enable% writing% grammars% without%
knowing%the%linguistic%aspect%of%a%particular%language.%
The%GF%software%system%can%generate%several%file%formats,%such%as%.gfo%and%
.pgf.% The% first% one% is% GF% object% files,% which% are% generated% by% importing%
source%files,%suffixed%.gf.%These%object%files%are%faster%to%load%in%comparison%
to% source% files.%Additionally,%GF%grammars% can%be% compiled% to% the%Portable%
Grammar% Format% (PGF)% [16]% which% is% a% low7level% binary% format,% suffixed%
.pgf.%
The%GF%package%consists%of% three%components:% the%compiler,% the%command%
interpreter%and%the%run7time%system.%The%compiler%translates%GF%source%files%
to%object%files,%run%time%grammars%(.pgf)%and%other%formats.%The%command%



















Chapter( 1:% This% chapter% provides% an% introduction% to% the% thesis.% It% also% de7
scribes%the%nature%of%Grammatical%Framework.%





















We% developed% a%multi7lingual% Question% Answering% (QA)% system%which% pre7
sents% up7to7date% travel% plan.% This% system% integrates%GF% grammars,% a% public%
transport%service,%speech%synthesizer%and%an%embeddable%GF%writer%applica7
tion.%The%GF%writer% is% a%part%of% this% system% that%generates%and%modifies%GF%
modules.%








The%main% task% in% a% question% answering% system% is% to% extract% required% infor7
mation%from%user’s%queries%and%construct%an%answer%by%querying%a%database.%
In%our%system,%a%natural%language%query%must%be%converted%to%an%acceptable%
format% for% a% transport% web% service.% Since% each% bus% stop% is% identified% by% a%
unique% number,% stop% names% must% be% presented% by% their% identifiers% in% the%





















that% is% needed% is% defining% a% new% concrete% syntax.% Since% the%HTTP% language%
and%natural%languages%have%the%same%abstract%syntax,%both%parsing%and%line7
arization%can%be%done%for%phrases%for%a%new%language.%









hold% bus/tram% stops% are% generated% automatically% by% the%GF%writer% applica7
















modules:% Abstract,% Concrete% and% Customizer% class.% Abstract% and% Concrete%
classes%are%designed% for%creation%of%abstract%and%concrete%modules.% In%con7
trast,% the% Customizer% class% is% aimed% to% update% both% abstract% and% concrete%
modules.%Using%methods%of%the%Customizer%class,%grammars%will%be%updated%
according%to%the%user’s%requests.%%
We% split% up% grammar% rules% into% right% and% left% hand% side% parts,% which% are%







The% GFGrammar% class% has% some% properties% to% hold% general% information%








itance;% that% is,% allowing% a%module% to% inherit% a% selection% of% function% names.%
The%GF%system%supports%two%types%of%restricted%inheritance:%include%and%ex7
clude.% In% order% to% make% a% distinction% between% these% types% of% inheritance,%





































overview% of% grammar%modules%which% has% been% produced%with%module% de7
pendency%visualization%feature%in%GF.%Both%Query%and%Answer%grammars%use%







The% following% figures% show% the% details% of% grammar%modules% for%Query% and%
Answer% grammars.% In% these% figures,% abstract% and% concrete% syntaxes% are%
marked% by% rectangles% and% ellipses,% respectively.% The% dashed% ellipses% repre7











Since% system% responses% are% generated% from% linearization% of% a% parse% tree,% a%
seperate% module% for% HTTP% language% (AnswerHttp)% is% not% needed,% which% is%
shown%in%figure%7.%However,%the%QueryHttp%module%is%required%for%translating%
natural%language%queries%to%HTTP%format.%%







to% make% the% system% portable% to% other% transport% systems.% In% contrast% with%
previous%works,%the%automatically%generated%abstract%syntax%offers%a%unique%
numerical% function% name% for% each% stop.% These% numerical% function% names%
prevent%ambiguity%of%stops%with%the%same%name%which%are%different%in%other%
details.%The%Stop%module%holds%the%declarations%of%all%bus/tram%stops.%
abstract Stop = { 
cat 
  Stop; 
fun 
  St_0 : Stop; 
  St_1 : Stop; 






structure,% the%query% functions%are%free%to%use%stop%details% (region%and%track%
number)%or%not.%Stops%with%empty%track%name%are%used%to%parse%utterances%
regardless%of%track%name.%
concrete StopEng of Stop = open ResStop in { 
flags  
  coding = utf8; 
lincat 
  Stop = ResStop.TStop; 
lin 
  St_0 = mkStop "Chalmers" "Göteborg" "B"; 
  St_1 = mkStop "Vettnet" "Strömstad" "track A"; 
  St_2 = mkStop "Vettnet" "Strömstad" ""; 
  . . .  
} 
 
resource ResStop = { 
oper  
  TStop = { s : Str; r : Str; t : Str; alt : Str}; 
  mkStop : Str -> Str -> Str -> TStop =  
    \stop, region, track ->  
       {s = stop; r = region; t = track};  
} 
The%StopHttp%concrete%syntax%contains%stop%identifiers.%Due%to%the%same%ab7
stract% syntax% for% English% and% HTTP% concrete% syntaxes,% each% stop% is% simply%
mapped%to%its%identifier.%
concrete StopHttp of Stop = open ResStopHttp in { 
flags  
  coding = utf8; 
lincat 
  Stop = ResStopHttp.TStop; 
lin 
  St_0 = mkStop "9022014004420003"; 
  St_1 = mkStop "9021014004420000"; 
  . . .  
} 
 





  TStop = { s : Str} ; 









system.% Regarding% this% fact,% we% encode% each% day% to% a% number% in% the%DayC
TimeHttp% module% and% replace% it% in% the% HTTP% request% after% calculating% the%
corresponding%date%in%our%java%program.%This%is%the%grammar%that%relates%to%
the%day%and%time%of%travel.%
abstract DayTime = { 
cat 
  Day ; 
  Time ; 
  Number ; 
  Digit ; 
fun 
  HourMin : Number -> Number -> Time; -- hour : min 
  Hour : Number -> Time ;             -- 7 o'clock  
  Today, Tomorrow : Day ; 
  Saturday, Sunday, . . . , Friday : Day ;  
   
  Num : Digit -> Number ; 
  Nums : Digit -> Number -> Number; 









  Digit, Number = { s : Str} ; 
  Day = TDay ; 
  Time = TTime ; 
oper  
  TDay = { s : Str}; 
  TTime = { s : Str}; 
 
lin 
  HourMin hour min = {s = hour.s ++ ":" ++ min.s } ; 
  Hour hour = { s= hour.s ++ "- 0 0" } ; 
  Today     = ss "8" ; 
  Tomorrow  = ss "9" ; 
 
  Saturday  = ss "7" ; 
  Sunday    = ss "1" ; 
  . . .  
  Friday    = ss "6" ; 
   
  Num d = d ; 
  Nums d n = {s = d.s ++ n.s}; 
  N0 = ss "0"; 
  . . . 
  N9 = ss "9"; 
} 
The% English% concrete%module% is% also% shown% here.% Since% speech% synthesizer%
can% produce% speech% from% numeral% text,% digits% are% similar% to% HTTP%module%
digits%and%all%are% linearized%to%numbers.%Due%to%this%similarity,%the%functions%
are%not%shown%in%these%lines%of%the%code.%
concrete DayTimeEng of DayTime { 
lincat 
  Digit, Number= { s : Str }; 
  Time = TTime; 
  Day = TDay; 
oper 
  TDay = { s : Str; prep : Str}; 
  TTime = { s : Str }; 
lin 
  HourMin hour min = {s = hour.s ++ ":" ++ min.s} ; 
  Hour hour = {s = hour.s ++ "o'clock"}; 
   




  Tomorrow  = mkDay "tomorrow" "" ; 
 
  Saturday  = mkDay "Saturday" "on" ; 
  . . . 
 
oper  
  mkDay : Str -> Str -> {s : Str; prep : Str} = 




in% collaboration%with%other% concrete%modules.% The%developed%dialogue% sys7
tem%uses%Göteborg%transport%service%as%a%travel%finder.%Since%this%web%service%
supports%HTTP%GET%method,%the%linearization%rules%in%QueryHttp%are%targeted%
toward% producing% a% GET% request%with% the% user’s% parameters.% In% this% set% of%
grammar,%a%function%(GoFromTo)%for%producing%a%query%and%its%linearization%
are%shown.%
abstract Query = DayTime, Stop ** { 
flags  
  startcat = Query; 
cat 
   Query ; 
fun 
  GoFromTo : Stop -> Stop -> Day -> Time -> Query ; 
} 
In%the%following%concrete%module,%it%is%shown%how%a%GET%request%is%generat7
ed.% The% pattern% for% this% request% is% defined% according% to% the% transport%web%
service.%However,% for%adding%more%supported%queries%of%the%web%service%to%
the% system,%all% that%needs% to%be%done% is% to% add% corresponding% functions% to%
the%English%concrete%module.%
concrete QueryHttp of Query = DayTimeHttp, StopHttp 
** open (R=ResStopHttp) in { 
lincat 
  Query = { s : Str} ; 
lin 






  mkHttp : SearchTyp -> R.TStop -> R.TStop  
           -> TDay -> TTime -> { s : Str} = 
    \ searchTyp, from, to, day, time -> 
       {s = "date=" ++ day.s ++  
            "&time=" ++ time.s ++  
            "&originId=" ++ from.s ++  
            "&destId=" ++ to.s }; 
} 
The%GoFromTo%function%is%linearized%as%bellow%in%the%QueryEng%module.%
GoFromTo from to day time = 
  {s = "I want to go from" ++ from.s ++ from.r ++ 
       "to" ++ to.s ++ to.r ++ 
       day.prep ++ day.s ++  
       "at" ++ time.s }; 
2.5.5( Answer(Grammar(
System%response%utterances%are%implemented%in%Answer%grammar.%A%simple%
grammar% should% specify% time,% vehicle% and% departure% stop.% In% addition,% in%
should%be%able%to%represent%line%changes%to%the%users.%Since%system%respons7
es% are% generated% by% linearizing% a% parse% tree,% the% HTTP% concrete% does% not%
need.%
abstract Answer = DayTime, Stop ** { 
flags  
  startcat = Answer; 
cat 
  Answer; 
  Vehicle; 
  VhcTyp; 
  Label; 
  Tag; 
fun  
  Routing : Vehicle -> Stop -> Stop -> Time -> An-
swer; 
  Change : Answer -> Answer -> Answer ;  
  Vhc : VhcTyp -> Label -> Vehicle ; 




  Buss, Tram : VhcTyp ;   
} 
In% this% module% vehicle% labels% are% numbers.% However,% they% can% be% specific%
names% (e.g.% Express,% Red)% that% can% be% managed% by% grammar% adaptation,%
which%is%described%in%chapter%5.%%
concrete AnswerEng of Answer = DayTimeEng, StopEng 
** open (R=ResStop) in { 
flags  
  coding = utf8 ; 
lincat 
  Ans, Vehicle, VhcTyp, Label, Tag = { s: Str}; 
lin 
  Routing = mkRoute; 
  Change r1 r2 = { s = r1.s ++ "then" ++ r2.s} ;  
  Vhc vhc lbl = { s = vhc.s ++ lbl.s} ; 
  Lbl n = { s = "number" ++ n.s}; 
  Buss = { s = "bus"} ; 
  Tram = { s = "tram"} ;   
 
oper 
  mkRoute : { s: Str} -> R.TStop -> R.TStop -> TTime 
-> { s: Str} = 
    \vhc, from, to, time ->  
      {s = "Take" ++ vhc.s ++  
           "from" ++ from.s  ++ from.t ++ 
           "to" ++ to.s ++ to.t ++ 





gory,% which% is% the% start% category% for% parsing% and% dialogue% generation.% Fur7
thermore,%putting%all%grammars%in%one%module%allows%the%GF%grammar%to%be%
adapted.% As% described% in% chapter% 3,% the% extension% grammar% should% extend%
one%module%that%holds%all%grammar%features.%




  startcat = Stmt; 
cat 
  Stmt ; 
fun 
  Ask : Query -> Stmt; 
  Reply : Answer -> Stmt; 
} 
The%linearization%rules%of%the%Travel%module%are%demonstrated%below.%
concrete TravelEng of Travel = QueryEng, AnswerEng, 
**{ 
lincat 
  Stmt = {s : Str} ; 
lin 
  Ask q = q; 
  Reply p = p; 
  Customize d = d; 
} 
2.6( Example(Interaction(
















date= 8 &time= 1 1 : 3 0  
  &originId= 9022014001960001  
  &destId= 9022014007220001 
As% it% is% shown% above% date% value% is% not% in% a% standard% format.% Hence,% some%




  authKey=734816b0- . . .-950b7a33337a 
  &date=2012-5-19 
  &time=11:30 
  &originId=9022014001960001 
  &destId=9022014007220001 

































GF%can%be%used%as%a%component% in%controlled%natural% language%systems% like%
dialogue% systems,% spoken% translators% and% user% interfaces.% In%most% of% these%










forming% these% two% tasks:% Modifying% GF% modules% and% reproducing% the% PGF%
file.% Firstly,% the% GF% system% can% only% parse% utterances% that%match% grammar%
rules.%Therefore%adaptation%needs%changes%in%GF%modules.%Module%modifica7
tion% needs% a% sequence% of% time% consuming% tasks,% such% as% opening% GF% file,%
searching% through% rules%and%writing%new% rules.%Moreover,%user%adaptations%












es% to%an%extension%grammar% rather% than%changing% the%main%grammar% itself.%
The% extension% grammar% extends% all% other%modules% and% thus% it% contains% all%
categories% and% functions% of% the% main% grammar.% In% addition% to% an% abstract%
module,%a%concrete%module%is%created%for%each%language%in%extension%gram7
mar.% Figure% 8% describes% the% relation% of% the% extension% and% main% grammar.%












the% extension% module% like% the% example% below.% According% to% this% example,%
Stop_new%function%is%declared%in%the%Ext%abstract%module%and%linearized%in%
the%ExtEng%concrete%module.%





  Stop_new: Stop; 
} 
 
concrete ExtEng of Ext = StopEng ** { 
flags coding = utf8 ; 
lin 
  Stop_new = { s = "new stop" }; 
}   
3.4( Updating(Current(Functions(
A%user%can%update%an%existing%rule%in%GF%grammar%by%either%changing%or%add7
ing% alternatives% to% a% function% linearization.% For% both% cases,% exclusive% inher7
itance%must% be% used% to% avoid% ambiguity.% The% following% example% illustrates%
how% our%ExtEng%module% has% changed% by% adding% an% alternative% to% a% prede7
fined%function.%
concrete ExtEng of Ext = StopEng – [Chalmers]** { 
flags coding = utf8 ; 
lin 
  Chalmers = StopEng.Chalmers | "university" 
  Stop_new = "new stop"; 
}   
As%it%is%shown%above,%updating%a%function%linearization%causes%changes%just%in%
the% concrete% module.% Additionally,% projection% (StopEng.Chalmers)% is%










We%have%explained% that%a%user% in%our%multilingual%dialogue%system%can% find%
his%travel%plan%by%defining%travel%features,%such%as%stop%names,%day%and%time.%
But%most% users%want% to% have% their% own% configuration% and% use% shorter% dia7
logues%to%demonstrate%their%means.%For%instance,%a%user%may%want%to%refer%to%























to%parse%or% linearize%a%phrase.%For% instance,% in%a% travel%planning%system%any%
changes%may%happen%and%the%dialogue%manager%should%be%flexible%enough%to%














ule% is% initially% empty% and% grammar% rules% will% be% added% gradually% for% every%







ules.% At% first,% abstract% and% concrete% extension% modules% have% no% rules% and%
new%rules%will%be%added%gradually%after%user%customizations.%




concrete ExtEng of Ext = TravelEng ** { 
flags coding = utf8 ; 
} 
In%order% to%change%our%dialogue%system%to%an%adaptable%one,%GF%grammars%
must% be% changed% in% some% aspects.% These% changes% are% divided% into% two%
groups:% dialogue%manager% and%GF%programmer% changes.% Dialogue%manager%
changes%means%modifying%the%Ext%abstract%syntax%and%its%concrete%modules.%
These%modifications%are%done%dynamically%in%the%dialogue%manager%and%when%
a% user% defines% new%meanings.%On% the%other% hand,% there% are% some% changes%
that%the%GF%programmer%must%consider% in%GF%modules%when%writing%the%GF%
grammars.%Adding%type%definitions,%functions%and%operations%are%some%of%the%
examples.%We% explain% these% changes% in% the% following% sections% in%more% de7
tails.%
4.3( User(Adaptation(
In% this% section,% it% is% explained% how% user% adaptation% is% managed% in% the%
transport%dialogue%system.%This%user%adaptation%is%based%on%the%idea%of%voice%





logue% system% for% the% purpose% of% customization.%We% propose% to% adapt% four%
aspects% of% the% dialogue% system.% Accordingly,% corresponding% grammar% rules%
are% considered:% DefPlace,% DefDay,% DefPlaceDay,% DefPlace-
DayTime.% %Moreover% the%user%needs% to%define%an%alternative% for% a%phrase%
definition.% In% the% following%abstract%syntax,% the%type%of% these%alternatives% is%




grammar% module% is% shown% below.% However,% it% should% be% large% enough% to%
support%a%wide%variety%of%user%utterances.%
abstract Def = Stop, DayTime **{ 
flags startcat = Def ; 
cat 
  New; 
  Def; 
fun 
  DefPlace : New -> Stop -> Def; 
  DefDay : New -> Day -> Def; 
  DefPlaceDay : New -> Stop -> Day -> Def; 
  DefPlaceDayTime : New -> Stop -> Day -> Time -> 
Def; 
 
  Home, Work, Birthday, Weekend : New; 
} 
The% English% concrete% syntax% of% the% abstract% syntax% is% demonstrated% below.%
Since%the%user%adaptation%must%be%available%for%all%supported%languages,%the%
Swedish%grammar%is%also%designed.%It%is%not%shown%though.%
concrete DefEng of Def = StopEng, DayTimeEng **{ 
flags 
   coding = utf8; 
lincat 
  New, Def = {s : Str}; 
lin 
  DefPlace new stop =  
    {s = new.s ++ "means" ++ stop.s}; 
  DefDay new day =  
     {s = new.s ++ "means" ++ day.s}; 
  DefPlaceDay new stop day =  
     {s = new.s ++ "means" ++ stop.s ++ day.alt}; 
  DefPlaceDayTime new stop day time =  
   {s = new.s ++ "means" ++ stop.s ++ day.alt ++ 
time.s}; 
 
  Home = {s = "home"}; 
  Work = {s = "work"}; 
  Birthday = {s = "birthday"}; 





grammars% of% this% dialogue% system.% Similarly,% it% extends% the%Def% module% to%
cover% all% aspects% of% the% dialogue% system% grammar.% Therefore% the% following%
rules%are%added%to%the%Travel%grammar.%
fun 
  Customize : Def -> Stmt ; 
 
lin 










Ext.%Parallel% to% the%English%concrete%syntax%of%Ext,% the%corresponding%rule% is%
added%to%the%Swedish%concrete%syntax.%%
concrete ExtEng of Ext = TravelEng-[ St_1639 ] ** { 
lin 
  St_1639 = toStop TravelEng.Home  















//***** Modifying ExtEng module ***** 
String[] modules = { "TravelEng"}; 
String new = "Home"; 
String fun = "St_1639"; 
Element elem = new Element("St_1639",  
  "toStop TravelEng." + new + " TravelEng." + fun); 
Customizer.updateLin("./res/ExtEng.gf", 
    modules, elem); 
 
//***** Creating PGF file ***** 













plied% to% the%grammar%by% the%GF%programmer%before% releasing% the%dialogue%
system.%Here%we%explain%these%changes%in%detail.%%
According% to% the% ExtEng% module% shown% above,% we% used% restricted% inher7
itance% that% excludes% St_1639% from% TravelEng.% This% design% causes% non7
ambiguity%and%simultaneously%keeps%the%previous%type%definition%of%this%func7
tion% by% using% the% toStop% operation.% The% purpose% of% this% operation% is% to%
change% the% type% of% user’s% alternative% to% the% desired% category,% ex.% String%
37%
%
(home)% to%Stop% (Valand).% The%toStop% operation% is% a%part%of% the%TravelEng%
module%which%is%written%before%by%the%GF%programmer.%
concrete TravelEng of Travel = QueryEng, AnswerEng, 
DefEng ** open (R=ResStop) in{ 
. . . 
 
oper 
toStop : {s : Str} -> Stop -> Stop =  
   \new, stop -> {s = stop.s;  
                  r = stop.r ;  
                  t = stop.t;  
                  alt = stop.alt | new.s}; 
. . . 
} 
As% it% is% shown% in% the%toStop%operation,% the% type%of%Stop%has% changed% in%
comparison%to%chapter%4,%by%adding%alt%object.%This%object%contains%a%linear7
ization%of%the%stop%name%and%its%alternatives%in%the%form%of%variants.%The%fol7
lowing% lines%of%code%show%new%type%definition%of%Stop% in%our% transport%dia7
logue%system.%Notice%the%initial%value%of%the alt%object.%
mkStop : Str -> Str -> Str -> TStop =  
    \stop, region, track ->  
      {s = stop; r = region; t = track;  






GoFromTo from to day time = 
  {s = "I want to go from" ++ from.alt ++ 
       "to" ++ to.alt ++ 
       day.alt ++  
       "at" ++ time.s }; 
 
Routing vehicle from to time =  
      {s = "Take" ++ vehicle.s ++  
           "from" ++ from.s  ++ from.t ++ 




           "at" ++ time.s}; 
Multiple(Definitions(for(a(Stop(





concrete ExtEng of Ext = TravelEng-[ St_1639 ] ** { 
lin 
  St_1639 = toStop TravelEng.Home 
                   TravelEng.St_1639 
          | toStop TravelEng.Gym  












concrete ExtEng of Ext = TravelEng-[ Sunday, . . .] 
** { 
lin 
  Sunday = toWeekDay TravelEng.Weekend  
                     TravelEng.Sunday; 






toWeekDay : {s : Str} -> TDay -> TDay =  
   \new, day ->  
       {s = day.s;  
        prep = day.prep;  
        alt = day.alt | new.s }; 
Similar%to%the%Stop%category,%a%new%object%is%considered%in%the%Day%type%defi7
nition.%Adding%alt%object%to%the%type%definition%of%an%adaptable%grammar%is%
an% initiative% that% separates% original% values% from% alternatives.% The% following%
shows%the%alt%object%of%the%Day%category%and%its%initial%value.%
oper 
  TDay = {s : Str; prep : Str; alt : Str }; 
 
  mkDay : Str -> Str -> TDay =  
       \d,p -> {s = d;  
                prep = p;  




adaptation,% the% user% may% need% to% define% an% alternative% for% complicated%
phrases.% In%our%transport%dialogue%system,%this%definition%can%be%any%combi7












rules% are% added% to% the% extension% abstract% and% concrete%modules.% In% other%
words,% the% dialogue%manager% adds% a% function% definition% to% the%Ext%module%
and%its%linearization%to%the%ExtEng,:ExtSwe:and:ExtHttp%modules.%%
abstract Ext = Travel ** { 
fun 
  WorkStopDay : StopDayTime; 
  . . . 
} 
 
concrete ExtEng of Ext = TravelEng-[. . .] **{ 
lin 
  WorkStopDay = toStopDay TravelEng.Work 
                          TravelEng.St_1597 
                          TravelEng.Monday; 
. . . 
} 




concrete ExtHttp of Ext = TravelHttp **{ 
lin 
  WorkStopDay = toStopDay TravelHttp.St_1597 
                          TravelHttp.Monday; 




String new = "Work"; 
String stop = "St_1597"; 
String day = "Monday”; 
 
//***** Modifying abstract module ***** 
Element elemAbs = new Element(new + "StopDay", 





//***** Modifying English Concrete module *****   
Element elemEng = new Element(new + "StopDay",  
     "toStopDay TravelHttp." + stop +  







grammar.% For% instance,% the% StopDay% category% is% declared% in% the% Travel%
module% to% support% user% adaptation% for% this% aspect% of% the% dialogue% system.%
Since%Stop% and%Day% are% already% declared% in% the% grammar% categories,% the%
StopDay% category% is% introduced% to% hold% a% stop% and% day% together% with% a%
string%as%an%alternative.%%
concrete TravelEng of Travel = QueryEng, AnswerEng, 
DefEng ** open (R=ResStop) in{ 
lincat%
  StopDay = {stop : R.TStop;  
             day : TDay;  
             alt : Str}; 
  . . . 
} 
Similar% to% the% previous% subsections,% we% need% an% operation% to% create% a%
StopDay%type%from%a%given%string,%stop%and%day:%
concrete TravelEng of Travel = QueryEng, AnswerEng, 
DefEng ** open (R=ResStop) in{ 
oper 
  toStopDay : 
    {s : Str} -> R.TStop -> TDay ->  
    {stop : R.TStop; day : TDay; alt:Str} = 
      \ new, st, d ->  
        {stop =st; day = d; alt = new.s}; 









concrete TravelHttp of Travel = QueryHttp, An-
swerHttp ** open (R=ResStopHttp) in { 
lincat 
  StopDay = { stop : R.TStop; day : TDay}; 
  . . . 
oper  
  toStopDay :  
    R.TStop -> TDay ->  
    {stop : R.TStop; day : TDay} =  
      \st, d -> { stop = st; day = d}; 
  . . . 
} 
According% to% the%Ext%module,% the%WorkStopDay% rule%means%having%a%cer7
tain% stop%name,%day%and%phrase,% so%a%new% instance%of%StopDay: type% is%pro7
duced.%But%it%does%not%mean%that%the%user%can%ask%a%query%such%as%below.%
─ U:%I%want%to%go%from%Valand%to%work%at%9:30%
To%address%this% issue,%a%new%kind%of%GoFromTo% function% is% introduced%that%
accepts% an% instance%of% the StopDay% category% rather% than% separate%Stop%
and%Day%instances.%%
fun 
  GoFromToStopDay = mkQueryStopDay; 
   
oper 
  mkQueryStopDay :  
    TStop ->  
    {stop : TStop; day : TDay; alt : Str} ->  
    TTime -> { s : Str} = 
     \ from, stopDay, time -> 
        {s = "I want to go from" ++ from.alt ++ 
             "to" ++ stopDay.alt ++  
              time.s }; 
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The% corresponding% function% in% TravelHttp% module% is% shown% below.% Since%
HTTP% requests% need% exact% information% for% the% users’% query,% all% fields% of%
WorkStopDayTime is used in linearization. 
fun 
  GoFromToStopDay from stopDay time =   
    {s = "date=" ++ stopDay.day.s ++  
         "&time=" ++ time.s ++  
         "&originId=" ++ from.s ++  
         "&destId=" ++ stopDay.stop.s}; 
Multiple(Definition(for(Stop(and(Day(
As% it% is% shown% in% the%Ext%module,% a% new% function%will% be%declared% for% each%
customization%of%stop%and%day.%Due%to%the%GF%grammar%syntax,%each%function%
name%must%be%unique%in%the%abstract%syntax.%Accordingly,%we%formulate%the%
function% name% generation% by% combining% the% alternative% (e.g.% Home)% and%
StopDay.%As%a%consequence,%when%a%user%defines%a%new%definition%for%an%ex7
isting% function,% the% linearization% will% be% changed% to% the% new% one.% For% in7




  WorkStopDay = toStopDay TravelEng.Work 
                          TravelEng.St_1590 
                          TravelEng.Monday; 
4.3.5( Time,(day(and(Stop(Customization(
In% this% Section,%we%describe%our% approach% for% customizing% a% series%of% infor7
mation%containing% literals.%For%example,% time% is%a% literal% that% is%used% in%user%
queries% in% our% dialogue% system.%When% a% user% utterance% is% targeted% toward%














  WorkStopDayTime : StopDayTime; 
 
lin 
  WorkStopDayTime = toStopDayTime TravelEng.Work 
                                  TravelEng.St_1592 
                                  TravelEng.Monday 








StopDayTime = {stop : TStop;  
               day : TDay;  
               time : Str; 
               alt : Str}; 
The%ToStopDayTime% operation% and% the%GoFromToStopDayTime% function%
are%placed%in%the%Travel%concrete%modules.% 
concrete TravelEng of Travel = QueryEng, AnswerEng, 
DefEng ** open (R=ResStop) in{ 
lin 
  GoFromToStopDayTime = mkQueryStopDayTime; 
 
oper 
  mkQueryStopDayTime :  
    R.TStop ->  
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    { stop : R.TStop; day : TDay;  
      time : Str; alt : Str} ->  
    { s : Str} = 
      \ from, stopDayTime ->  
       {s = "I want to go from" ++ from.alt ++  
            "to" ++ stopDayTime.alt }; 
     
toStopDayTime : {s : Str} ->  
  R.TStop -> TDay -> Str ->  
  {stop : R.TStop; day : TDay;  
   time : Str; alt : Str} = 
     \ new, st, d, t ->  
       { stop = st; day = d; time = t; alt = new.s}; 
 
. . . 
} 
Similar% to% the% previous% section,% the% alt% object% is% not% needed% for% the%
StopDayTime% category% in% the% HTTP% grammar.% Accordingly,% the% toS-
topDayTime% operation% and% the% GoFromToStopDayTime% function% are%
without%the%alt%object.%
4.4( System(Adaptation(
In% addition% to%user% adaptation,% the%dialogue%manager% can%update%GF%gram7
mars.% This% allows% the% dialogue%manager% to% adapt% the% system% to% new% situa7






  Vhc : VhcTyp -> Label -> Vehicle ; 
  Lbl : Number -> Label ; 

















done%by%parsing% the%vehicle% label.% If% the%parser% succeeds% to%parse% the%vehi7
cle’s%name,%the%function%name%will%be%used%in%the%answer%parse%tree.%Other7
wise,% a% new% function%will% be% added% to% the% extension% abstract% and% concrete%
modules.%
abstract Ext = Travel ** { 
fun 
  Lbl_20120504_0047 : Label; 
  . . . 
} 
 
concrete ExtEng of Ext = TravelEng-[ . . . ]** { 
flags coding = utf8 ; 
lin 
  Lbl_20120504_0047 = toLabel "GRÖN EXPRESS"; 







          ((((Routing ((Vhc Buss) Lbl_20120504_0047))  
                              St_2266)  
                              St_1734)  
                           ((HourMin ((Nums N1) (Num N1)))  
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Since% user% adaptation% results% more% accurate% and% shorter% input% queries,%
speech%recognition% is%more%robust%and%with%fewer%errors.% In%order%to%evalu7
ate% this%assessment,%we% tested%120% random%generated% input%queries%of%our%










According% to% this% example,% the% speech% recognizer’s% trend% is% to% find% known%
words% instead% of% analyzing% foreign%words.% In% other%words,% it% extracts% a% se7

















for% both% adapted% and% non7adapted% queries,% the% similarity% of% each% query% to%
the%recognized%one%was%numerated%word%by%word%and%in%a%sequential%order.%
We%chose% this% type%of% similarity%according% to% the%GF%parser,%which%parses%a%
given% sentence% token% by% token% and% using% a% top7down% algorithm% [11].% The%









To% sum%up,% user% adaptation% affects% the% speech% recognition%process% and% re7
sults%to%more%reliable%system.%This%is%due%to%the%elimination%of%foreign%words%










In% this% work,% we% introduced% an% adaptation% technique% for% dialogue% systems%
that% are% based% on% Grammatical% Framework% (GF).% The% baseline% system% for%
demonstrating%the%adaptation%technique%is%a%GF7base%query%system%for%plan7













after% each% adaptation,% the% execution% time% for% generating% a% new% PGF% file% is%
short.%
We% applied% this% adaptation% technique% to% our% base% line% system% to% have% an%
adaptable% transport% query% system.% This% adaptable% system% shows% some% ex7
amples%of%this%technique%for%both%user%adaption%and%system%adaptation.%%By%







for% their% own% purposes.% Since% user% adaptation% results% more% accurate% and%
shorter%input%queries,%speech%recognition%will%be%more%robust%and%with%fewer%
errors.% This% assessment%was% evaluated%by% 120% random%queries% and% it% turns%




















user%adaptation% to% this%dialogue%system,%allows% the%users% to%define%alterna7
tives%for%a%set%of%foreign%words%or%to%shorten%the%length%of%utterances.%Con7
sequently,% these% laconic% conversions% will% increase% the% driver’s% attention% to%
the%primary%driving%task.%%
Another% example% is% price% comparison% services% such% as% PriceRunner4,%where%
users% define% features% of% a% specific% product% to% compare% between% different%
retailers.%A%dialogue%system%in%this%domain%needs%to%record%the%features%of%a%













by%using% that%alternative% in% later%dialogues.%Moreover,% the%user%adaptations%








Due% to% the% large% amount% of% information% that% is% presented% to% users% in% this%
travel%planning%system,%the%user%may%lose%some%information%of%the%system’s%
response.% In% order% to% improve% the% efficiency% of% information% presentation%
phase,% some%approaches% like%UMSR% (User%Model%Based%Summarize%and%Re7
fine)%can%be%applied%to%this%system%[20].%In%addition%the%user’s%customization%

































































































two% functions:% the% constructor% and% the% write% method.% The% descriptions% of%
class%constructors%are%in%accordance%with%the%signatures%which%follow.%
A.2.1( Constructors(
Abstract (GFFilePath, Extend, Open, Flags, Cat, Fun) 
Abstract (GFFilePath, Cat, Fun) 
Parameters(
GFFilePath.% The% module% address.% The% address% should% contain% the% module%
name%with%.gf%extension.%
Extend.% A% list% of% extension%modules.% Each%module% of% this% list% should% be% an%
instance%of%ResInherit%class.%











abstract Stop = { 
cat 
  Stop; 
fun 
  St_0 : Stop; 
} 
Java(Code(
List<String> cat = new LinkedList<String>(); 
cat.add(Stop); 
List<Element> fun = new LinkedList<Element>(); 
fun.add(new Element("St_0", "Stop")); 




Concrete(GFFilePath, Abs, Extend, Open, Flags, Lin-
Cat, Lin) 
Concrete(GFFilePath, Abs, LinCat, Lin) 
Parameters(













concrete StopEng of Stop = open ResStop in { 
flags  
  coding = utf8; 
lincat 
  Stop = {s : Str; r : Str}; 
lin 
  St_0 = mkStop "Chalmers" "Göteborg" ; 
} 
Java(Code(
String rhs = "mkStop \"Chalmers\" \"Göteborg\""; 
List<Element> lin = new LinkedList<Element>(); 
lin.add(new Element("St_0", rhs)); 
 
List<Element> lincat = new LinkedList<Element>(); 
lincat.add(new Element(Stop, "{s : Str; r : Str}")); 
 
List<Element> open = new LinkedList<String>(); 
open.add("ResStop"); 
 
List<Element> flags = new LinkedList<Element>(); 
flags.add(new Element("coding", "utf8" )); 
 
Concrete con = new Concrete("./StopEng.gf", "Stop", 









command:%gf -make SOURCE.gf 










static void addLin(GFFilePath, Elem) 






concrete StopEng of Stop = open ResStop in { 
flags  
  coding = utf8; 
lincat 
  Stop = {s : Str; r : Str}; 
Lin 
  St_new = mkStop "newStop" "Göteborg" ; 







String rhs = "mkStop \"newStop\" \"Göteborg\""; 
Element elemAbs = new Element("St_new", rhs); 
Customizer.addFun("./res/StopEng.gf", elemAbs); 
A.4.3( Updating(a(GF(Rule(by(Inheritance(
The% following%method%changes% the% linearization%of%a% function% from%another%
module.%This%module%must%use%exclude%inheritance%and%define%a%new%lineari7
zation% for% the% desired% function.% The% main% usage% of% this% function% is% in% GF%
grammar%adaptation.%






concrete ExtEng of Ext = StopEngEng-[St_0]** { 
flags coding = utf8 ; 
lin 







String rhs = "mkStop \"NewChalmers\" \"Göteborg\""; 
Element elem = new Element("St_0", rhs); 
%%
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%
Customizer.updateLin("./res/ExtEng.gf", "StopEng", 
elem); 
